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Dirty Details

In 1977, at the age of 36, Jeffrey Cohen, a physicist at the University of Pennsylvania, was
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. But it wasn't until 10 years later when the disease had progressed
to the point where he could not transfer himself out of his wheelchair. This book chronicles the
author's lives in the context of her husband's disease.
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This book is painful to read and even more painful to live. That is why it proved to be necessary
medicine for this well spouse. A testament to the fact that I am not alone, I am not crazy, and there
is "life after innocence." I will cling to that as I trudge this path of "chronic bereavement." For a Well
Spouse, this read is a must for surviving the isolation and endless hard work imposed upon
unwitting victims of devastating, chronic illness.Thank you Marion D. Cohen, God bless you for your
brutal honesty.

This book is difficult to read, but difficult to put down as well. The unimaginably difficult life of a
person with severe MS is virtually ignored by his spouse as she describes her daily routine of caring
for her husband. This bothered me at first, but there are other books about those who live with MS -this book is about how this disease cripples the life of a spouse who is in perfect health. My
husband has MS and I have to say, this book scared me to death. Yet it was a comfort to know
there are others who understand the frustrations, guilt, and anger a well spouse experiences.

Dirty Details is an account of love failing. â€œMore and more,â€• Marion Cohen writes, â€œI felt less
compassionate toward Jeff, less able to love him strongly, to say a long tender goodbye to the love
of my life, and to mourn the gradual losing of him and to anticipate the sudden loss of him.â€•We all
know what a well spouseâ€”or a son or daughter or siblingâ€”is supposed to do when caring for a
family member with a completely debilitating disease. Weâ€™re supposed to be compassionate.
Weâ€™re supposed to be loyal and true, to rise to the occasion, to sacrifice our own lives. Not only
that, weâ€™re supposed to keep our resentment buried, our desperation in line, our fury and hatred
out of sight.Marion Cohen doesnâ€™t work like that. She has written a relentlessly honest book that
tracks down, like a ferret (I am fond of ferrets), every aspect of her grief, her rebellion, her love of
her family, and her frustration with social workers, the caregiving industry and sappy well-wishers.
Iâ€™ve read lots of caregiver books, and this is the one I want. I can find the nice emotions
anywhere. Here I find the truth that, Iâ€™m convinced, all of us would eventually feel when taking
care of an invalid for year after year. In Cohenâ€™s case, itâ€™s been going on for 16 years and
more, and the hard details and revelations keep coming.After one of her tantrums (she has plenty,
sheâ€™s that kind of woman), Cohen notices one of her sons looking hurt. â€œI went over to him
and quietly said, â€˜Itâ€™s not my job to hide what Iâ€™m feeling. And itâ€™s not your job to hide
what youâ€™re feeling.â€• No, her job was to write a book like this, and I am grateful for it.

I've owned three copies of this book. The first two copies, read at the beginning of my career as a
caregiver, were thrown away in horror and disgust. At that time, my reaction was: "how could
anyone be that angry?" and "it's a very different situation, so the outcome won't be the same..."For
twelve years, I've been caring for a stroke-survivor spouse. The syndrome is classified as Organic
Brain Disease with Executive Dysfunction: not a true dementia but with an equally devastating effect
on personality, family and quality-of-life.I explain to others that my husband died sometime in 2000,
that I care for "a family member who is a stranger, a homeless person, an out-of-control
adolescent..." Certainly not my husband...The experience made me tough as tempered glass but
survival took a huge emotional toll. There were days when I wasn't certain that I WAS still part of the
human race. Like the author, I finally reached the point when I knew that I couldn't be a caregiver
any longer. It's the hardest decision I've ever made.Every well spouse should probably read this
book. But don't throw it away: you may need to read it again.

Marion Cohen's book was important for me to read. I spent three years as primary caregiver for my

wife while she was in the terminal phase of brain cancer and therefore could not work, drive, do
most household chores, manage her emotions well, or think clearly. For me, being caregiver was a
fulltime job and definitely the most difficult challenge I have ever faced. Cohen lays it on the line
here, pulling the veil away from what it means to be a primary caregiver for a loved one whose
needs for assistance invlolve such basics as pooping, peeing, eating, breathing, and moving. She
blows the lid off what it really like for a caregiver to put his or her life on hold and attend to such
needs. Her book is brutally honest and disarmingly direct, presenting the negatives of caregiving (as
well as many blessings) that few among us wish to talk about openly...if at all.
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